
Photography and Hiking retreat  
in sunny Cascais and Sintra  

– Portugal – 
March 16-22, 2016  

  
From €755 for the week, including tuition.

Possibility of extending for 2 days. 

With Gonçalo Cunha de Sá 
International Award-winning photographer 

and tutor from Lisbon, Portugal. 

We offer small group tuition for beginner and enthusiast photographers on the 
stunning coast, hilly forests and amazing landscape of Cascais and historical 
buildings in Sintra, in Portugal, just 30 minutes from Lisbon. 

LOCATION
This retreat will be conducted at the ideal location of "Morada do Sol", a 
beautiful private property in a rural setting in Malveira da Serra near Cascais, 
at the foot of the Sintra hills, only 3 kms from famous Guincho beach. 
This is an ideal location for nature lovers, being set in the protected  Sintra-
Cascais National Park where building is very restricted. Yet it is only 4 km to 
the motorway, making Lisbon accessible in less than 30 minutes. Cascais and 
Sintra are just 10 minutes away by car or bus.  

With a large swimming pool and beautiful grounds in a 5000m2 estate, close to
the beach and the many attractions of Cascais, Lisbon and Sintra, Morada do 
Sol offers an ideal setting for a perfect holiday: peace and privacy amongst the



beauty and tranquility of nature but with all you might want close by (shops, 
restaurants, cafés, pharmacy and supermarket within walking distance).

From there we'll be exploring magical nature trails and all the best spots for 
landscape photography, with an abundance of wild flowers, birds and animals, 
amazing sea views and spectacular sunsets.   All with the famous Lisbon light! 
  
What to expect: 
During this retreat, we'll be looking at many aspects of photography from 
composition and camera techniques through to post processing ideas. 
Typically, we'll first discuss locations and hiking trails, and we'll suggest the 
best places you'll find interesting depending on where you are, the time of year
and what areas of photography you'd like to work on. 
Per day, we'll always have 2 or 3 hours on location, normally in the morning 
(from around 9 am until 12 am). 
 
 
PROGRAM 
Day 1: Arrival and welcome dinner 
Day 2: Hike to famous Guincho beach 
Day 3: Hike to Sintra forest and hills 
Day 4: By car to Sintra and its historic buildings 
Day 5: Hike to Peninha and Convent of Capuchos at the very heart of Sintra 
hills offering spectacular panoramic views 
Day 6: Visit to a Winery in Penedo and hike in the town of Colares and Cabo da
Roca. 
Day 7: Departure 

It's possible to extend your stay for another 2 days to practice what you 
learned and explore the area or other places (€25/day).
Tentative schedule – subject to change depending on interest and weather – all
hikes and excursions will offer amazing photo-shoot opportunities! 
 
  
Detailed Program 
Day 1 - March 16th: Arrival and welcome dinner 

Day 2 - March 17th: Hike to Guincho beach with photo shooting 
Shooting in famous Guincho beach: seascapes and dunes. Notion of focus, 
depth of field, framing the image and the law of "three thirds". Photography is 
about painting with light. Learn to work with the ISO, Aperture (AV) and 
Shutter Speed (TV) to make the best of your image. 
Shooting at "Duna da Cresmina". Learn to create stunning scenarios wherever 
you are. 

Day 3 - March 18th: Hike to Sintra forest hills with photo shooting. 
Shooting inside a forest. Dim light. Use of fill-in flash.  

Day 4 - March 19th: By car to Sintra and its historic buildings 



Street photography and architectural photography in magical Sintra, the ex-
libris of Romanticism in Portugal. Its stunning landscape and architecture has 
been classified as UNESCO World Heritage of Humanity.. You could be shooting 
for a magazine or for an architect! Notion of "space" in a building, perspective, 
function, light and shade. Best lens to use. Techniques to overcome the 
problem of using a less adequate lens for architectural photography.     

 
Day 5 - March 20th: Hike to Peninha and Convent of Capuchos at the 
very heart of Sintra hills,  offering spectacular panoramic views with 
photo shooting 
Landscapes and the hyperfocal distance - distance beyond which all objects 
can be brought into an "acceptable" focus. 

  
Day 6 - March 21st: Winery in Penedo and Colares hike with photo 
shooting 
Street photography and street portraiture. Techniques and tips to photograph 
people. A photograph tells a story. The importance of choosing the right 
framing, the ideal focus and spot light metering.    
  
Day 7 - March 22nd: Departure. 
 
For landscape and coastal photography we'll spend some time looking at 
finding locations, talk about techniques, lens choices, metering etc, before 
choosing a location and settling down to shoot for the best of the light until 
after the sun has set. We'll look at longer exposures, colour hues, fill-in flash 
and exposure blending. 
  
When we visit Cascais or Sintra town centre for street shooting, we'll be 
much more fluid, visiting different locations looking for different compositions, 
techniques like panning, looking for architectural elements, colour, contrast etc.
 
After the shoot, we'll look at post processing. We'll spend around 2 hours 
going through the images you shot, comparing them, choosing which worked, 
which you like, and then select those to process. We'll look at shooting RAW 
and general elements for bringing out the best in images, from levels and 
curves, to exposure blending (if necessary), noise reduction, and sharpening 
for the web and print. At the end of the session you'll receive a PDF document 
containing many of the tips and tricks for post processing that were covered in 
the session. 
  
In a typical landscape session you can expect to cover: 
-getting the best from a location 
-camera technique / working with a tripod 
-composition and framing 
-exposure 
-using filters: skylight and circular polarizer 
-long exposures 
-shooting RAW 



-post-processing workflow 
-contrast, curves and levels 
-noise reduction 
-exposure blending 
-sharpening for print and web 
 
“The camera is but a means to record what you see. It is the photographer 
that takes the shot. The goal of this workshop is to allow the participant to 
know the basics of photographic techniques and learn to create dazzling 
images with a professional look.”  - Gonçalo Cunha de Sá.

 
Location: Morada do Sol, in Malveira da Serra, Portugal. 
http://moradadosol.com/ 
 
 
Price per person (Week Pack – 6 nights): 

• Double/twin bedroom with shared bathroom – 755€ 
• Ensuite twin/double bedroom with private bathroom – 895€ 
• Single room supplement €200
• Extra days: if you'd like to extend your holidays to practice what you've 

learned and explore the area - €25/day, breakfast not included.

For those who travel alone and prefer to share a bedroom we will pair you with
a same-sex guest.  
Reduction for non-participation in photography course: €250 

Payment terms:  
On confirmation of place.  
Payment can be made by bank transfer or credit card (paypal). 
 
 
What's included (for a week package of 7 days /6 nights): 
Accommodation 
Breakfast every day + fresh juices 
Welcome dinner 
Wine tasting 
5 packed lunches 
5 days of photography classes 
  
What’s not included: 
Flights 
Extra activities (see below) 
Museums 
Train tickets 
5 dinners (week package) 
Airport transfer (on request €40/transfer – max. 4 people) 
Travel insurance (on request - €20) 



Extra activities available: 
There are also many other things to do in the area of Cascais and Sintra. 
Here are some of them: 

• Surfing - €30 – 1 hour lesson, transfer included 
• Stand Up Paddling – €25 for 1 hour lesson or €15 wet equipment rental 
• Horse Back Riding – €30 for one hour, all levels, 
• Rock Climbing – €50 2-3 hours, equipment and transfer included 
• Meditation classes (€30 per hour) 
• Holistic Therapies: Ayurvedic Massage (€65 for 2 hours), Reiki & Crystal 

Healing sessions (€50 for 1 hour), Quantum Radionic Healing (€60 for 2 
hour session). 

 

Contacts (informations and booking): 
E-mail: photo@moradasol.com 
Tel: +351 934331327 - 912773027 
 
 
 
 

 

About Gonçalo Cunha de Sá 
Professional photographer since 1991. 
Photographed campaigns for main Advertising Agencies, NGOs, Newspapers 
and Magazines. 
Work experience in Portugal, United Kingdom, United States, Brazil, Honduras, 
Angola and Morocco. 
   
BA Honours in Photography, Film and Imaging - Napier University, Scotland. 
In 2009 started a movement to empower Women through Art. Since then has 
managed campaigns and projects on gender equality, women’s empowerment 
and rights, effectively raising public awareness and contributing to changing 
mentalities. 
Managed lectures on gender equality and leadership. 
Organised workshops for marginalized youth with UNICEF and CISV. 



  
Lecturer and tutor at IADE Creative University, Lisbon. 
Photography Course Leader at St Julian’s School, Portugal. 
Photography Tutor at Light House, Lisbon. 
Photography Tutor at Escola Património de Sintra. 
Artist presented in Portugal, Italy, Vienna, Spain, Paris, UK and US: NY, 
Brooklyn and Miami. 
Presented in auction house “Palácio do Correio Velho” (Lisbon) for Modern and 
Contemporary Art. 

10 books published: 
- Vanguard Visionaries NYC 
- Heróis do Mar 
- Mulheres Portuguesas 
- International Masters of Photography 
- Casa Pastorinhos de Fátima 
- Solidão 
- Agenda Perpétua - ACEP 
- INATEL, 75 years 
- One Life - stories told through photography - Art Takes Miami 
  
More information: www.goncalocunhadesa.com
 
 

file:///C:/Users/R/Documents/www.goncalocunhadesa.com%20






Main attractions in the area: 

Guincho beach



Duna da Cresmina, Cascais

 
Sintra forest hills



Palácio da Pena, Sintra

Cabo da Roca, Sintra


